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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to categorize the self-

perceptions of subjects regarding their feelings about initial

communication interaction. Using Q-Technique, a total of 138 subjects

were studied through the use of two structured Q-sorts containing

statements about nonverbal communication, verbal communication, physical

setting, social setting, and decision-making. There were six

communicator styles: the "tentative communicator" who is rhetorically

sensitive, the "deliberate communicator" who thinks he or she makes

definitive judgments about first impressions, the "searching

communicator" who is apprehensive, the "open communicator" who is

nonjudgmental, the "particular communicator" who is critically

judgmental, and "the awkward communicator" who is caring but lacks

skills.
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Initial Interaction

Everyone reacts differently when first meeting another person. For

some people, initial interaction is awkward. For others, it provides a

pleasant opportunity to meet new people. In the initiating stage of

relationships, individuals meet each other and make the decision whether

to continue the relationship (Knapp, 1984) . That initial interaction is

characterized by ritualized, phatic communication. There is little

self-disclosure, topics tend to be general in nature, and conversation

amounts to little more than "small talk." In addition, initial

interaction is characterized by rules of politeness and turn-taking

(Nofsinger, 1975). Although there has been considerable study of

initial interaction, most research has focused on how people are

attracted to others and the nature of their interaction during those

first steps of relationship formation. Early research on rituals

(Goffman, 1971; Krivonos and Knapp, 1975). and turn-taking (Sacks,

Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1978) built the foundation for current knowledge

about initial interaction. Of the factors used in determining

interpersonal attraction, perceived similarity (Sunnafrank & Miller,

1981; Suman & Sethi, 1985; Sunnafrank, 1985) and the interpersonal goals

perspective (Sunnafrank, 1986) have provided insight. Some researchers

have found that in the face of contradictory information, one's first

impression may be the most influential in determining whether or not to

trust an individual (Quigley-Fernandez, Malkis, & Tedeschi, 1985). An

additional dimensioncommunication apprehension--(Richmond & McCroskey,

1985) also has shed light on the interaction that transpires when people

tirst meet.

One area of study that seems to be ignored is that of communicator

style in initial interaction. Somo researchers have used a styles

,pproach to communication analysis. If individuals tend to use certain

patterns in communication, identification of these patterns may be

useful. If there are general or characteristic differences in

approaches between individuals, these may indicate typologies. So, one

may wonder whether or not there are different styles of initial

interaction. If ditterent styles exist, what are the behaviors of an
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individual who is comfortable and effective at initial interaction?

This study sought to use a research method that would combine the

quantitative and qualitative approaches in examining the subjective

nature of meeting people. The investigation examined and described the

self-perceptions of subjects regarding their feelings during the initial

interaction phase of interpersonal communication.

influencas_cm_atinitiaLintexacan
Researchers have identified different communicator styles in

various contexts. Norton (1978, 1983), for example, ident'fied specific

communicator styles and their verbal and nonverbal manifestations. In

addition, several individual styles in dealing with conflict, for

example, have been identified (Tutzauer and Roloff, 1988).

Fitzpatrick's line of research stands as evidence of communicator style

in marriage and other relationships (Fitzpatrick, 1984; Fitzpatrick,

Jandt, Myrick, Edgar, 1990) . Identification of styles has provided

communication scholars a method of examining interaction. Considering

the importance of rhetorical sensitivity, for example, by identifying

specific communication style, an individual can learn new behaviors to

increase his or her adaptability (Hart, Carlson, Eadie, 1980) . Given

the importance of adaptation through rhetorical sensitivity,

identification of communication styles may be useful in helping one

determine whether he or she is using a typical or adaptive style.

Further, although many researchers have identified styles, their

research is in a specific context rather than a specific stage of

relational development. Bormann (1980), for example, used a styles

approach to the context of communication in looking at the rules,

customs and conventions in our rhetorical communities. Gorden, Infante,

and Braun (1986) examined communicator style related to fashion.

Infante and Gorden (1981) studied communicator style in organizations.

Such styles may or may not apply to the unique stage of initial

interaction.

The literature related to initial interaction can be grouped into

four general categories: verbal communication, nonverbal comounication,

context, and decision-making. These categories provided the foundation

for the measure developed in this study. First, the verbal

communicatiLn influences initial interaction from the standpoint of what
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is said and how it is said. The verbal aspect seems to be one of the

first areas of communication research related to initial interaction.

Brewer and Brewer (1968) , for example, established the importance of

verbal content in messages in their study of the use of verbal rewards

and balance of interaction. Other early research indicated the

importance of verbal communication in helping interactants to determine

the amount of attitude similarly they have (Byrne, 1961), and on topic

selection and perception of attitudes on a given topic in influencing

attraction (e.g. Byrne and Blaylock, 1963; Clore and Baldridge, 1968).

More recently, Kleinke, Meeker, & Staneski (1986) demonstrated the

significance of verbal interaction in their study of opening lines used

by men and women when meeting someone of the opposite sex.

Impression formation is influenced by one's personality and social

skills, leading subjects to indicate those who are extroverted and

nonverbally skilled make the most favorable impressions on others

(Riggio and Friedman, 1986). The importance of nonmerhal_eleinent.s in

human interaction has long been established, leading some researchers to

study the specific elements that provide information and stimulus to

one's interpretation of the other in initial interaction. The findings

of Maxwell and Cook (1985), for example, imply that people are

influenced by postural congruence in determining similarity and liking

during initial interaction. Harrigan (1985) studied the role of body

movements related to turn-taking in conversation, an important part of

impression formation. In pairs of strangers, Bull and Connelly (1985)

found that body movements indicate emphasis and meaning in conversation.

The physical and social =text of a meeting may influence initial

interaction from the standpoint of ease of communication and information

about the people involved. Gifford (1981), for example, considered the

setting in sociability. Social context enables communicators to gather

cues from a variety of scurces, such as the impressions generated by

companions, the social event producing the meeting, and expectancies.

Part of the decision-making process when meeting people may revolve

around one's perception of the other individual, such as the way one is

perceived as different, strange, or unfamiliar (Gurevitch, 1988).

Although research has supported the idea that people can accurately

determine how their impressions are perceived over time, they may not be
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accurate in determining their likability or competence as perceived by

different people (DePaulo, Hoover, Webb, Kenny, & Oliver, 1987) . Rodin

(1982) believed that we use "dislike" and "disregard criteria" to

eliminate people from potential relationships.

These general areas of research related to initial interaction

stimulated a styles approach to the the present study. The questions

that guided the research were as follows:

RQ1: Are there different communicator styles in the initial

interaction stage of relational development?

RQ2: Do the general categories of verbal communication, nonverbal

communication, context, and decision-making account for the nature of

initial interaction?

method

Although there are many ways available to categorize interpersonal

communication, the general method used here was to look at interaction

(verbal and nonverbal) and context (social and physical). Q-methodology

was used because of its ability to determine person-types, and because

it is theoretically based on the importance of communicability. As

people talk about a given subject, their concourse of statements defines

the nature of that subject. Stephenson, (1986b) indicated that "Q is

based on communication and meaning as reflected in the concourse." By

interviewing people and acquiring statements from their common language,

the researcher has a vehicle that manifests our culture. In this Q

concourse of statements, not only was interaction and context revealed,

but the concourse reflected another category--decision-making--that

related to making judgments about initial interaction.

Spiljecta The data was collected from volunteers between 1988-

1991. The majority of subjects were students enrolled in interpersonal

communication courses at a midsized, midwestern, urban university. The

others were included to add diverstiy to the examination, and they were

friends and family of the students. A pilot study was conducted with 50

subjects. The measure was modified and repeated with an additional 88

subjects (34 males and 54 females, aged 19-54, 12% ethnic minority).

This number of subjects is consistent with appropriate use of Q-

methodology (Casey & Graham, 1988; Stephen, 1985, p. 193).
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ADDazatua. The general procedure in developing the measure was as

follows. First, hundreds of statements were collected (Casey & Graham,

1988, p. 3) through the author's interviewing of the pilot group and the

students' subsequent interviewing of their families and friends about

their perceptions of the process of meeting people. The development of

the measure was used as a means of teaching students about interaction

and context in the initial stage of relational development. To create

the initial instrument, 15 undergraduate student volunteers conducted

interviews to collect statements for the Q concourse. Students were

taught interviewing techniques and the basic tenets of Q-methodology.

By examining the nature of these statements, patterns of statement

content were categorized, from which a random sample was drawn. The

general categories for constructing the measure were the same as those

indicated above--verbal communication, nonverbal communication, physical

context, social context, and decision making. Those statements provided

a pilot instrument of 52 items.

Second, an additional ten student volunteers conducted interviews

for new statements for the final 53 statement Q sort (see Appendix A).

After the pilot study, consensus items and statements that generated

confusion among some respondents were replaced by statements from the

new Q concourse collected by the second group of students. This final

53 statement Q-sort fell within the parameters of most Q-sorts (Brown,

1987b, p. 98; Brown, 1986a, p. 59) . "The key, as Stephenson has pointed

out, is in the diversity of the concourse and in the Q sample which

models it" (Brown, 1986c).

A structured Q-sort was used, with 13 statements in the nonverbal,

and 10 in the verbal, physical, social, and decision-making categories.

The nonverbal elements (statements 1, 6, 12, 20, 32, 17, 11, 15, 21, 18,

42, 43, 2) can be typified by the statement: "I don't like it if they

first touch me--like on the arm--when we just meet." An example

statement about verbal elements (statements 10, 33, 22, 44, 23, 35, 45,

34, 46, 54) wasl "I have a low opinion of a person if they use

profanity." The physical context statements (24, 36, 3, 47, 25, 48, 37,

7, 9, 49) included: "I can tell a lot about whether I will like someone

by their surroundings. I notice the way they decorate a ronm, the book

they're reading that they left on the coffee-table, things like that."

7
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Social context (statements 26, 38,27, 50, 39, 51, 28, 52, 40, 29) were

indicated by such statements as "It is easier to meet people at parties

or in groups." Finally, the decision-making category (statements 41,

30, 13, 4, 14, 31, 19, 16, 8, 5) included statements like: "If I'm

meeting someone, I just know whether I like them or not. It just

clicks." Although each category contained a similar number of

statements, an additional three statements were allocated to the

nonverbal category because of the apparent importance of the element in

the Q concourse (see use of informal structure, Brenner, 1988, p. 13).

The value of such a design is primarily to make sure essential elements

in the process are included in the measure.

Dala_Callactioa

When given the second Q-sort entitled "Meeting People," subjects

(n=88) were instructed that "these statements relate to communication

and feelings when you first meet people. First, sort the statements

into three stacks: agree (pleasure), disagree (unpleasure), and neutral

(undecided)..." The respondents sorted statements according to their

inter-relationships on an agree--disagree continuum. Instead of

responding with one's degree of agreement to each statement, the

response shows the relationship between statements.

Insert Table 1 about here

Data Analysis

Data were analyzed by the most widely used computer program for Q

analysis (Stephen, 1985, p. 204), Van Tubergen's computer program which

uses varimax rotation. By looking at the descending array of z-scores

and item descriptions for each type, the author examined how each type

would ideally arrange statements from the most agree to most disagree.

A synopsis of types was made based on study of their arrays and

comparisons between types indicating items with z-scores greater or less

than corresponding array z's.

Consider an application of an explanation of these procedures by

Casey and Graham (1988) regarding interpretation:

In Q-methodology, faczor analysis features correlations

between each pair of persons (rather than between each pair of
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items) . Each person's array of scores on the [53, in the initial

interaction study] statements is thus correlated with each other

person's array, leading to a [53 x 88, in the initial interaction

study] celled table [A664 cells] upon which the factor analysis is

performed. Factor analysis bringing out the underlying

similarities in these arrays thus clusters the subjects into like-

minded groups (instead of clustering items into factors composed

of items which evoke similar responses in the overall group of

subjects)....We account for the clustered viewpoints (i.e.,

factors) by careful examination of the typal arrays of the

factors, and here we benefit from the variety of statements from

different realms of thought selected for the Q-sample. We

reconstruct the Q-sort most typical of each factor, which is the

pooled outlook of those subjects (and of other subjects

contributing to that factor) . This outlook reflects how an

identifiable segment...actively thinks about the issue in the

sense of wrestling with, assembling, and juxtaposing various

ideas, notions, concepts, factual observations, epigrams, and

symbols into a meaningful 7iewpoint. (P. 7)

As Brown described, the aim in Q is not "to generalize tacta to

broad populations, as a matter of statistical induction....It has always

been the case in Q that generalizations apply to persons of the same

type, irrespective of the numbers of persors belonging to the type"

(Brown, 1986d, pp. 69-70).

Result-9 and Discuseicm

In the final data analysis, there were 53 items and 88 variables

analyzed. The correlation and principal components factoring phase was

limited to six factors (see Table 2) . All factor pair comparisons were

rc4uested, with bipolar splitting criterion at 25 and consensus item

criterion at 1.00. The mean was 6.00, with a standard deviation of

2.56. The six chosen eigenvalues for the factors were: 17.75, 5.92,

4.29, 2.95, 2.77, 2.75. Using a six factor solution, the cumulative

percentages of total variance are: 0.20, 0.27, 0.32, 0.35, 0.38, 0.41.

In the varimax rotation, the solution was optimized after 12 iterations,

with a final criterion of 1994.29. Factors 2, 3, and 6 were reflected.

The lowest correlation was .29 between types 1 and 6; the highest
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correlation was a .58 between types 3 and 5. These correlations

indicate considerable overlap of types.

One statement item was repeated as a reliability measure. Some

respondents thought it represented a mistake and made notation or

removed one from the Q-sort. The correlation between statements 5 and

19 (based on z-scores for the six communicator types) was .99

(significance on one-tail was u < .0003).

Insert Table 2 about here

communicator in the initial interaction

atacLe_clt_ralational_demelniamenti These data suggest six communicator styles

when meeting people. There were six communicator styles: the "tentative

communicator" who is rhetorically sensitive, the "deliberate communicator" who

thinks he or she makes definitive judgments about first impressions, the

"searching communicator" who is apprehensive, the "open communicator" who is

nonjudgmental, the "particular communicator" who is critically judgmental, and

"the awkward communicator" who is caring tut lack6 skills. A description ot

each style is given below.

ThB_Tentative_Communicator (type one) is the most prevalent styie, with

50 subjects loading positively on this type. The person who uses this style

is adaptable, indicating rhetorical sensitivity. Type one thinks subtle odors

help to promote a friendly atmosphere. They find it is easier to meet people

at parties or in groups. They try to be middle of the line and appeal to

everyone. To these people, a friendly surrounding would have the curtains

open, lots of light, plants, and bright colors. Their criteria for judging

first impressions has changed over the years, and now they immediately know

whether or not they will like people they meet. Other concerns for the

context include their fondness for bright sunny days and liking to a person's

things--the kinds of pictures they put on the wall, the furniture in their

living room. Regarding nonverbals, they notice much about one's appearance,

don't mind touching, and are not threatened by "open arms." The new person's

first sentence is not too important, but they are concerned about speech and

grammar, can easily find topics to talk about, and will easily modify their

first impressions. Changeable type one is the most apt to know whether they

1 0
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will like a new person. They are the most concerned about weak handshakes.

They are the most concerned about environmental factors, think pleasant subtle

odors (incense, cologne, food) promote a friendly atmosphere, and can tell

much about whether they will like people by their surroundings. They are the

most flexible type, in that they are sometimes wrong about first impressions,

are less apt to stick with their first impressions than many people, and most

apt to change their first impression later. They appear open-minded toward

others, believing that a person who talks about himself or herself is

selecting an appropriate topic. They are the most positive toward touching

behaviors.

The_Deliberate Communicator style (type two) represents a person who

places emphasis on the importance of first impressions and never changes his

or her mind about those impressions. These people think that if someone is

unpleasant, it is hard to like them for some time. They do not like people

who invade their space. People who care about their appearance and taking

care of themselves are more dependable than others. They are not intimidated

by someone wearing expensive clothes. They find it easy to talk to members of

the opposite sex. Profanity, speech, and grammar mean little. First

impressions are important. Stubborn type two makes a judgment and stays with

it, never forgetting or changing or being wrong about first impressions. Of

all the types, they least like to be touched. They are probably the most

histrionic and manipulative type, in that they are the most composed and

believe they are in control of nonverbal cues and can reveal the impression

they want when first meeting someone. They are more critical of people of the

same sex than those of opposite sex than other types are and find it easier to

talk to the opposite sex than other types do. They have no desire to appeal

to everyone and do not seem to care if everyone likes them. First

impressions are important and should be a basis for judging people. They are

more concerned about speech, grammar, and profanity than other types are.

First impressions are more important to this type than any other. Five

subjects loaded positively on this type, while three indicated an inverse

relationship through their negative loadings.

The Seazahing communicator (type three) believes people should not be

judged by the initial impression that they give. They have a problem if

someone they first meet is unpleasant or invades their space. They also try

to be middle of the road, but they have difficulty finding topics to discuss.

1 1
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In fact, this area seems to be the main problem because this type does not

talk much when they first meet people. Speech and grammar are important.

They don't want to shake the hand of someone who appears rude. They do not

make judgments about trust based on appearance. This apprehensive type three

is quiet, least in control of their nonverbals, and has trouble finding topics

to discuss. They are more relaxed outdoors. They are more guarded, disclose

less, and least likely to talk to strangers. They find it easier to talk to

women and like familiar settings. They are most easily intimidated by

expensive clothing. They believe a messy home or office means little. They

attach less significance to nonverbal meanings. Only four subjects loaded

positively on this type. Three subjects loaded negatively, indicating an open

and nonapprehensive approach.

The_Qpten_Cammunicator (type four) seems most inclined to talk to

strangers. They do not think people who wear bright colors appear to be calm

and sensitive. They disagree with the statements: "It is easier to

communicate with women." and "I have a harder time talking to the opposite sex

than my own." The nonjudgmental type four believes more than other types that

people should not be judged by the initial impressions. Their criteria for

judging first impressions has changed most over the years, and they now have

little expectation that it will turn out to be important. They are the most

sensitive to having their space invaded. They find little importance in the

meaning of gestures or the value of a sunny day. They are more open to people

of differing class and age group. Two subjects loaded positively on this

type.

The Particular Communicator (type five) will talk to someone while

standing in line, like when at a football game or movie. They believe

people who care about their appearance and taking care of themselves are

more dependable than others. They have a low opinion of people who use

profanity. They don't judge a person on their first sentence. First

impressions are important. They notice appearance, but are not

intimidated. The particular type five is most apt to have a low opinion

ot a person if they use profanity. They see people who are careful

about their appearance and taking care of themselves as more dependable

than others. In contrast to type four, they are most inclined to have a

positive first impression of someone from the same class or age group.

They are most able to talk to a stranger while standing in line. Their

1 2
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favorite setting is a place where everyone is more relaxed and in a more

honest mood, like in a church for example, or their own home or office.

They are most likely to do things because they want to be liked. They

are the most likely to forget first impressions. This type most

disagrees more strongly with the statement "I am usually more concerned

about what they think of me and take less time to read an accurate

impression of them." They also disagree more with "People who put up

obvious fake fronts during initial contact usually are the type of

people who end up to be not worth knowing." They are most likely to

notice appearance. They are least critical of people of the same sex.

TtLe_itwkward_fammualcatsa (type 6) does not like people who invade

their space. A bright sunny day makes it easier for them to

communicate. If someone is unpleasant, they find it hard to like ',nem

for some time. They think people who put up obvious fake fronts during

initial contact usually are the type of people who end up to be not

worth knowing. A messy home or office does not mean much. They do not

seem concerned about profanity, a weak laandsnake, the first sentence, or

people wearing expensive clothes. The awkward type six more than others

has a harder time talking to the opposite sex than their own. If a

person greets them initially with open arms, they feel more threatened

than the other types. They perceive that they form stronger first

impressions than others. They least trust people who want to talk about

themselves or put up fake fronts. More than the others, they believe

that people who avoid a handshake are socially rude. They most like a

bright, sunny day. More than other types, they agree with the statement

"It's sad to admit, but I think looks are important." They are the

least intimidated by someone who wears expensive clothing. They

perceive the importance of facial expressions. They are open and seem

to care less than others about environmental factors. They are less

likely than others to be concerned about the use of profanity, weak

handshakes, and personal appearance.

RQ2 I Do the_aengralcatagsarverbai communicatioav_i-)onvetha

immmunirditd.Qn,_....caut ext._ and slacja,thiLmaking account for the nature ofid.

initial_interaction? The ten most agree and the ten most disagree

statements for each type were categorized according to the five

categories of nonverbal, verbal, physical context, social context, and

1 3
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decision-maleng. The use of the most extreme statements should indicate

whether or not the il.ve categories were effective in defining one's

initial interaction. Of the 120 statements categorized, each person-

type selected at least one statement from each category. A Chi-square

for Independence was run to determine if there were significant

differences between types in their use of the categories. There appears

to be no sianificant difference between types (Chi-Jquare 10.56,

significance level .96, contingency coefficient .28, Cramer's Phi Prime

.15) . These data suggest that the five categories provide a viable

definition of initial interaction for various communication types.

The five categories used here may or may not be the best way to

define initial interaction. They are supported, however, by classic and

recent research on the topic. In addition, the categories provide

sufficient information to account for the six communicator styles.

Further, these data suggest validity to a styles approach to initial

interaction. With relatively few subjects loading on types 4, 5, and 6,

however, the validity of all six styles is questionable. The

identification of multiple approaches indicate patterns in communication

that may or may not be supported by additional subjects or other groups

of subjects.

The positive and negative loadings on types two and three may

actually give considerable insight into initial interaction typologies.

Although it seems possible that people are simply part of an

apprehensive-nonapprehensive continuum, these data suggest otherwise.

There appear to be two types of skilled communicators (one open-minded,

one close-minded), an apprehensive, and an unskilled communicator. It

would be useful to further investigate these types by comparing

information about communication apprehension, differing contexts, and

stages of relational development. Because one's initial interaction

determines whether or not he or she will reach a secondary stage of

relational developMent, the nature of one's initial interaction is

extremely important. Are people the same types of communicators in all

the various stages of relational development? Are problems in initial

interaction simply another aspect to communication apprehension? Do

individuals learn to use different behaviors in initial interaction--

creating facades, limiting self-disclosure, quick judgments about

1 4
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others--that represent skills that cannot be applied to later stages of

relational development?

Such general or characteristic differences in approaches between

the individuals in this study may indicate typologies that are ditferent

from other communication stages. Unlike many other Q studies, for

example, there was only one consensus item (z-score 1.05): "A friendly

surrounding would have the curtains open, with lots of light, plants,

and bright colors." The lack of consensus items further suggests valid

typologies. In interpreting Q-data, however, one should remember that

Q-sorts "are not testable hypotheses: instead, they are hypothesis-

inductive. Conditions of so-called mind are so complex that only after

analysis, after the effect, can we determine which laws, if any, were at

issue" (Stephenson, 1987, p. 25) . Thus, the study leads us to the

question: To what extent is our initial interaction influenced by our

feeling-states? In addition, does the typical or "healthy" communicator

have many negative and tentative feelings about the initial interaction

that transpires when meeting people? This study represents a first step

is taking a typological approach to the study of the initial stage of

relational development. Although the person-types indicated by this

study may not explain the feeling-states of everyone, they are

indicative of these types. Their similarities and their differences

give insight into understanding the subjective nature of initial

communication interaction.
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Table 1: Q-Sort Distribution

Most Most

Disagree Agree

Value -5 -4 -3 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Frequency 2 3 5 6 7 7 7 6 5 3 2

n - 53 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
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Table 2: Principal Components Factor Matrix

Communality Variable Factor Loadings

1 2 3 4 5 6

0.408 1 0.515 -0.054 -0.261 -0.246 -0.104 0.003

0.340 2 0.489 0.138 0.090 -0.082 -0.106 0.235

0.242 3 0.334 0.104 -0.120 0.302 0.119 0.020

0.324 4 11,15.1 -0.077 0.068 -0.056 0.060 -0.057

0.316 5 0.290 -0.334 0.043 0.224 -0.198 0.172

0.344 6 0.486. -0.191 0.109 0.052 -0.231 0.054

0.505 7 0.266 -0.648 0.008 -0.020 0.008 0.120

0.465 8 0.39D -0.237 0.149 -0.292 0.217 -0.319

0.291 9 0.291 0.301 -0.227 -0.235 -0.093 -0.018

0.548 10 0.679 -0.077 0.261 -0.038 -0.106 -0.013

0.335 11 0.347 0.039 0.113 -0.150 -0.128 -0.402

0.535 12 .1,511.1 0.405 0.170 0.005 0.142 0.091

0.316 13 0.345 -0.150 -0.245 -0.147 0.086 0.292

0.522 14 0.405 Th54 -0.124 0.160 0.031 -0.126

0.656 15 0.562 -0.448 0.106 0.346 -0.012 -0.094

0.568 16 0.626. 0.008 -0.100 0.152 0.294 0.237

0.537 17 0.500 -0.079 -0.367 -0.311 0.038 0.220

0.129 18 0.092 -0.173 0.164 0.023 -0.251 -0.006

0.522 19 11,590 -0.103 -0.326 -0.042 -0.108 -0.211

0.467 20 0.423 -0.348 0.391 0.028 0.112 -0.017

0.563 21 0.588 -0.367 -3.077 -0.133 -0.226 -0.085

0.176 22 0.102 -0.043 0.085 -0.137 0.167 -0.332

0.372 23 0.303 -0.078 -0.116 0.408 0.242 -0.188

0.338 24 0.363 0.386 -0.094 0.187 -0.028 -0.113

0.685 25 0.5.90 0.233 -0.218 0.434 -0.170 0.130

0.270 26 0.095 0.101 0.401 -0.249 0.116 -0.110

0.348 27 0.246 -0.030 0.462 -0.081 0.114 -0.230

0.441 28 0.531 -0.048 0.099 -0.202 0.040 0.320

0.543 29 0.536 -0.434 -0.063 -0.167 -0.126 -0.138

0.555 30 11..473 0.233 -0.249 -0.343 -0.292 -0.111
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0.375 31 0.4.12 0.193 -0.337 -0.087 -0.031 0.201

0.426 32 0.217 0.339 -0.429 -0.196 0.196 0.057

0.287 33 0.240 -0.319 0.032 -0.216 -0.267 -0.094

0.202 34 0.242 -0.082 0.134 -0.308 -0.151 0.02

0.449 35 0.597 -0.242 0.147 0.051 -0.096 0.022

0.221 36 0.434 -0.025 -0.018 -0.015 0.177 -0.021

0.137 37 0.037 -0.220 0.088 -0.073 0.259 0.086

0.370 38 0.527 0.090 -0.250 0.063 0.126 -0.047

0.384 39 0.332 -0.296 -0.261 0.133 -0.175 0.264

0.157 40 0.290 0.067 0.183 -0.141 -0.027 -0.117

0.380 41 0.409 0.066 -0.273 0.135 -0.338 0.035

0.592 42 0.687 0.308 0.057 0.140 0.009 0.047

0.659 43 0.64E 0.457 0.045 0.005 0.043 0.175

0.549 44 a.598 0.411 0.118 0.034 -0.017 0.089

0.465 45 0.465 -0.005 -0.268 0.113 0.236 -0.330

0.674 46 0.618 0.270 -0.431 -0.123 -0.080 0.109

0.457 47 0.321 0.281 0.308 0.262 -0.325 -0.080

0.392 48 0.161 0.183 0.392 0.279 -0.305 0.090

0.356 49 0.354 0.119 1_D_436 0.140 0.040 -0.077

0.262 50 0.397 0.148 -0.048 -0.211 -0.091 -0.166

0.475 51 0.280 0.056 0.241 -0.210 DLaaa 0.084

0.481 52 0.436 0.244 -0.178 0.123 0.403 0.151

0.345 53 0.507 -0.001 0.193 -0.042 -0.045 0.218

0.363 54 0.235 -0.542 0.066 -0.070 0.041 0.051

0.366 55 0.293 -0.4111 -0.200 0.057 -0.031 -0.064

0.446 56 0.454 -0.314 0.032 -0.163 0.212 0.263

0.373 57 0.359 -0.454 -0.156 0.056 0.017 -0.098

0.587 58 D,5.ni -0.408 0.203 -0.037 0.055 0.246

0.433 59 0.439 0.319 0.334 0.101 -0.090 0.093

0.442 60 11-5.6,1 0.060 0.269 -0.166 -0.118 -0.099

0.202 61 0.353 0.073 -0.148 0.178 -0.114 0.076

0.605 62 0.620 0.164 0.128 -0.136 -0.123 0.379

0.448 63 0.511 0.169 0.368 -0.151 -0.005 0.028

0.499 64 0.516 0.210 0.183 -0.106 0.378 -0.032

0.603 65 s0.585. 0.202 -0.116 -0.363 -0.265 0.062

0.365 66 0.419 0.070 -0.252 -0.162 -0.270 0.149
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0.393 67 0.549 -0.030 0.250 0.122 -0.093 -0.070

0.428 68 0.418 0.435 -0.175 0.083 0.074 -0.145

0.480 69 0.501 -0.242 0.132 -0.111 0.198 0.319

0.643 70 0.688 -0.300 0.236 0.020 0.046 0.141

0.525 71 al.630 0.072 0.086 -0.083 0.153 -0.291

0.509 72 0.628 0.085 0.040 0.082 0.310 0.056

0.418 73 0.323 -0.044 -0.102 0.275 -0.306

0.398 74 0.307 -0.017 -0.355 -0.169 0.212 -0.323

0.358 75 0.452 0.070 -0.093 0.334 0.035 -0.166

0.473 76 0.327 0.228 0.441 -0.003 -0.165 -0.304

0.518 77 0.609. 0.160 0.139 0.197 0.123 -0.217

0.424 78 0.271 -0.270 -0.168 0.440 0.113 0.210

0.204 79 0.051 -0.239 -0.061 -0.328 -0.171 -0.065

0.696 80 0.620 -0.376 -0.212 0.134 -0.041 -0.325

0.266 31 0.270 -0.270 -0.094 0.129 -0.218 -0.217

0.543 82 0.564 0.299 0.155 0.162 -0.194 -0.218

0.155 83 0.102 -0.144 -0.298 0.045 -0.152 -0.102

0.338 84 0.349 -0.245 0.225 0.255 0.128 0.155

0.459 85 0.651 0.013 0.124 -0.077 0.048 -0.091

0.428 86 0.472 0.408 -0.070 0.073 -0.144 0.088

0.114 87 0.188 -0.026 0.062 0.153 -0.084 -0.209

0.162 88 0.195 0.312 0.075 0.011 0.071 -0.125

(p.010354)
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1. People who avoid a handshake are -0.6 -0.1 -1.7 0.2 0.2 1.0

Bocial)y rude.

2. I believe I'm in control of my 0.2 0.9 -0.3 0.0 0.2 0.2

nonverbal cues and can reveal the

impression I want when first meeting

someone.

3. I prefer meeting someone in my 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.6 1.2 0.5

territory--my home or office.

4. My criteria for judging first 1.4 0.9 0.9 1.5 0.6 0.2

impressions has changed over the years.

5. People shouldn't be judged by the 0.4 -0.3 2.4 2.4 1.1 0.1

initial impression that they give.

6. I don't like it if they first touch me -1.5 1.0 -0.4 0.1 0.6 0.6

--like on the arm--when we juet meet.

7. My favorite Betting is a place where -0.0 -0.1 0.2 -0.0 1.1 -0.7

we are all more relaxed and in a more

honest mood, like in a church for

example.

8. People who put up obvious fake fronts 0.3 0.6 0.2 -0.0 -0.8 1.5

during initial contact usually are the

type of people who end up to be not

worth knowing.

9. A friendly surrounding would have the 1.4 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.8

curtains open, lots of light, plants,

and bright colors.

10. A person's speech and grammar seldom 1.5 -2.2 -1.6 -0.6 -0.5 -0.1

affect my first impression.

11. People who use a lot of gestures in 0.5 0.7 -0.1 -0.4 0.3 -0.3

communication are more imaginative

or creative.

12. I only notice the extremes of a

person's appearance, such as bad



odor or too much make-up.

13. I think I form stionger first

impressions and tend to stick with

them more than many people do.

II. I've only been wrong a few times with

my first impression of a person.

15. It's sad to admit, but I think looks

are important because, often times,

that's all you've got to go by when

you meet someone.

16. First impressions are never forgotten.

17. If a person greets me initially with

open arms, I feel very threatened.

18. I do not like people who talk in my

face and invade my space.

19. People shouldn't be judged by the

initial impressions they give.

20. People who care about their appearance

and taking care of themselves are more

dependable than others.

21. I can tell by someone's outward

appeara,ce whether or not they can

be trusted.

22. I have a law opinion of a person if

they use profanity.

23. I always try to maintain secrets

because not sure how people will

perceive my openness.

24. I can tell a lot about whether I will

iike someone by their surroundings.

notice the way they decorate a room,

the book they're reading that they left

on the coffee-table, things like that.

25. I feel most comfol-able talking with

someone in a familiar setting--whether

it's my house or a restaurant--where

Initial Interaction
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-0.9 -0.1 -0.7 -0.8 -0.6 1.1

-0.6 0.9 -0,5 0.0 0.1 0.0

1.4 -0.2 -0.4 0.1 -1.9 -0.1

-0.1 1.9 -0.3 0.8 -0.4 0.7

-1.8 -0.4 -0.9 0.1 -1.0 0.9

0.4 2.0 1.3 2.4 1.1 1.9

0.6 -0.5 2.3 2.5 1.1 -0.1

0.8 1.4 -0.9 -0.4 1.9 -1.3

-0.7 -0.3 -2.1 -1.1 -0.9 -0.3

1.1 0.7 1.2 0.8 0.5 -0.1

0.2 -0.5 0.8 -0.3 0.0 -0.8

0.9 0.7 0.3 0.1 -1.0 -1.0

1.1 0.7 1.2 0.8 0.5 -0.1



I feel like I have some control over

the conversation and the setting, and

I'm not °locked in."

26. I tend to form better first impressions

of people that are from the same class

and age group as me.

27. It is usually hard for me to change my

first impression of someone after I

see different sides of them after

being with them for a while.

28. It is a challenge to meet new people

and remain composed.

29. On first encounter we do things

because we want to be liked.

30. If someone is unplev.sant to me when

I first meet them, I find it hard to

like them for some time.

31. I am more critical of people of the

same sex than those of opposite sex

when I first meet them.

32. I hate weak handshakes because they

mean the person really doesn't want

to meet you.

33. Words reveal more than facial

expressions, but both are important.

34. Sometime I talk too much when I

first meet people.

35. I'm not sure I trust those who at

first begin talking about themselves

rather than leaving the door open to

discussion.

36. I like being able to see a person's

things-the kinds of pictures thoy put

on the wall, the furniture in their

living roam, their tastes-when I meet

them.
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-0.5 0.8 -0.2 -1.8 1.2 0.1

-1.7 0. -0.8 -1.6 -1.3 -1.7

0.0 -0.7 1.1 0.5 -0.7 0.5

0.6 -1.1 0.0 -0.3 0.7 0.7

0.8 2.2 1.7 1.2 1.5 1.6

0.8 1.2 0.5 L.J. -1.2 -0.2

0.8 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.5 -1.6

-0.2 -0.5 0.3 -0.5 0.1 -1.0

0.3 -1.3 -1.4 1.0 -1.0 -1.0

-0.8 0.6 -0.3 -0.8 -0.3 1.1

2.6

1.2 0.6 0.2 0.2 -0.1 -0.8



37. I communicate better outdoors, because

there is more to talk about.

38. I try to be middle of the line and

appeal to everyone.

39. It is easier to communicate with

women.

40. First impreesions are seldom important

to me.

41. If I'm meeting someone, I just know

whether I like them or not. It juet

clicks.

42. People who wear bright colors appear

to be calm and sensitive.

43. It's harder for me to gpeak with

someone wearing a five hundred dollar

suit than one wearing a hundred and

fifty dollar one.

44. If someone uses swear words it doesn't

make any difference to me.

45. I usually judge people on their

first sentence--hardly ever on an

entire conversation when we first meet.

46. I have to think hard to find topics to

talk about when I first meet someone.

47. A home or office that is meeoy points

to an irresponsible person.

48. A bright sunny day makes it easier for

me to communicate.

49. Pleasant sUbtle odors (incense,

cologne, food) pramote a friendly

atmosphere.

50. I am ueually more concerned About

what they think of me and take lees time

to read an accurate impression of them.

51. I have a harder time talking to the

opposite sex than my own.
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-0.8 -0.7 0.4 -1.1 -0.7 0.3

1.5 -0.3 1.3 0.0 0.6 0.6

-0.3 -0.8 -0.1 -1.4 -0.3 -0.9

-1.1 -1.9 -1.0 0.8 -1.6 -1.2

1.3 0.3 -0.2 -0.4 0.6 0.6

-1.0 -0.8 -1.1 -1.3 -0.0 -1.6

-1.1 -1.4 -0.6 -0.7 -1.7 -1.8

-0.1 -1.9 -0.5 -0.4 -1.1 0.6

-1.8 -1.5 -1.9 -2.3 -1.6 -2.3

1.7 .0.4 1.3 -0.1 -0.4 0.0

-0.6 -0.4 -1.7 -0.1 -1.1 -1.3

1.3 -0.2 0.7 -0.3 0.2 1.7

1.8 0.6 0.7 0.7 1.5 0.0

0.5 -0.8 -0.2 -1.0 -1.1 -0.2

-0.9 -1.7 -0.4 -1.5 -0.4 1.1

27



52. It is easier to meat people at

parties or in groups.

53. I will talk to someone while standing

in line like when at a tootball game

or movie.
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1.7 -0.1 1.3 0.2 0.8 1.2

1.0 -0.0 -0.6 1.3 2.2 0.8
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